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ABSTRACT: 

A design of wide band low noise amplifier for a typical 

antenna system is investigated here. This utilizes a wide 

frequency band from 1-6 GHz .The design objective is to 

achieve minimum Noise Figure at reasonable gain throughout 

the entire band. The transistor model used is ATF58143, An e 

pHEMTfamily member offering the best noise performance. 

After simulations a NF below 1db is achieved from 1-3.6 GHz 

band  along with a  gain above 10 dB. While below 2 dB 

noise figure is achieved between 3.6 -5.6GHz but at this the 

gain achieved is above 7dB. The input and output matching 

networks for the circuit are designed using micro wave 

transmission lines and PCB used is PTFE board.     

 

1. INTRODUCTION: 

For proficient communication, the receiver needs to amplify 

the received signal so that it can be processed to recover the 

information. To achieve optimum performance the signal to 

noise ratio (SNR) should be as large as possible. The 

performance of normal amplifier is not satisfactory as it 

amplifies both the signal as well as noise components equally. 

So there comes need to design low noise amplifiers to amplify 

the signal while rejecting most of the noise band. These 

amplifiers are widely used in wireless communications.  

The growth of semi-conductor technologies in RF micro 

Electronics has made it possible to develop cheap, small 

sized, more efficient in power-dissipation and noise rejection 

as well as user friendliness, applications for wireless 

communication system over the last two decades. These 

wireless systems and products resulted in increased utility, the 

commercial momentum of which has been fueling further 

investments in the field of integrated circuit design and 

technology. The resulting advancements in system capabilities 

has developed greater interest and receptiveness on the part of 

consumer leading to more applications anticipated and more 

spectrum be brought to support the wireless infrastructure. 

LNA‟s can be found in almost every radio frequency and 

microwave receiving equipment which is utilized in 

commercial and military applications. As in cellular mobile 

phones and wireless Local Area Networks(WLAN), SIGNAL 

Interceptors are also used in Doppler RADARS. 

A low Noise amplifier is an extraordinary family member of 

electronic amplifiers used frequently in the field of wireless 

communication systems. In case of wireless systems, the core 

task of LNA is to capture the received signal directly from the 

antenna and amplify this weak noisy signal in such a manner 

that its noise level is minimized to a certain threshold. In other 

words, gain of the amplifier is assumed to be kept to a certain 

desirable level in order to maintain lowest possible noise 

figure thus enabling enhanced spectrum for the support of 

wireless infrastructure. 

2. DESIGN METHODOLOGY 

2.1. Low Noise Amplifier Design phases 
This section briefly discusses the basic principles and 

considerations used in the design and analysis of high 

frequency wide band Low Noise Amplifier. The stability, 

Gain and Noise figure issues would be discussed in details in 

the following section. However certain major points are as 

follow 

  Basics of Low Noise Amplifier Transistor 

Specifications. 

 Design Process in detail. 

 Transistor Selection. 

 Designing tool selection. 

     What will be the direction of efforts to achieve the desired 

goals within the specified period of time is demonstrated 

in the below given figure 
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Figure 1: Design flow chart LNA design 

2.2  Design Parameters 
This section briefly looks at the design methodologies and 

considerations, involved in the formation of stable circuit 

design of Low noise amplifier and also discusses the 

constraints and tradeoffs between different parameters and 

technological limitations. For high speed data rates on the 

receiver circuit, the basic purpose of LNA is to provide lowest 

possible Noise figure and reasonable gain to render the 

sensitivity [1].It is mandatory to support higher order digital 

modulation formats. The principal focus of these designs is to 

achieve lowest possible noise figure by using PHEMT 

transistor technology for Antenna testing system. For antenna 

testing system the primary need only to get lowest possible 

noise figure of the pre-amplifier to amplify the weak signal 

that is being received by the antenna of the receiver [2][3]. 

Lowest possible noise figure will add very less amount of 

noise to it, which in the later stages results in minimum signal 

corruption in the demodulation process. The main objective is 

to strive for minimum possible noise figure of pre-amplifier 

capable of amplifying signals from 1 to 5GHz, utilizing a 

wide band for antenna testing system [4]. The schematic is 

shown in the figure. 

 

Figure 2: Testing of LNA with vector network analyzer 

To prove this fact let us consider antenna testing demonstrated 

in the Fig where the PTRN is the power of transmitted signal 

from the transmitter, GPA is the gain of the power amplifier of 

the transmitter, GA is the gain of transmitter antenna, Gpropis 

the losses received to it during propagation. While on the 

receiver side let GAR is the gain of receiver antenna and 

GRFAMP is the gain of Low noise Pre amplifier installed just 

after the receiver antenna [5].  

From propagation equation, the power of received signal is 

given by:  

Ppower= Ptrans*GPA*GA*Gprop*GAR*GRFAMP                                                 

Since Ptrans, GPA, Gprop, GARand GRFAMP are considered 

constant for an antenna system, the only dependence of the 

received power remains on the gain of the transmitter antenna 

GA. So mathematically [6][7]. 

K= Ptrans*GPA* Gprop* GAR* GRFAMP                                                                   

So propagation equation becomes 

Ppower=K*GA    

 (1) 

In antenna system, the measurements are performed with 

respect to some known antenna [8]. So propagation equation 

for known antenna can be written as: 

Ppknown=K*GAknown   (2) 

While the measuring with the unknown 

antenna, the received power is [9][10] 

Ppu=K*GAunknown 

From equation 1 and 2 

Ppknown

Ppu
=

GAknown

GAunknown
 

From the equation it is proved that gain of the LNA pre 

amplifier is not affecting the receiver performance. It is only 

the noise figure that matters in any antenna testing system.The 

design considerations are briefly discussed here: 

2.3 Stability Analysis 
The most important condition for an LNA is its stability. The 

stability of an amplifier is the ability to maintain its output 

characteristics in spite of large changes in the internal or 

external conditions such as physical temperature, operating 

frequency, source or load conditions etc. [11] In other words, 

it is the resistance of LNA to oscillate as oscillation is 

possible if either the input or output port impedance has a 

negative real part. This negative real part will cause the |Γin| > 

1 and |Γout|>1. Γin and Γout that are input and output reflection 

coefficients, depend upon the source and load matching 

networks, thus indirectly the stability of amplifier depends 

upon the Γs and ΓL which are source and load reflection 

coefficients of the matching network respectively. [4][12]. 

Again s-parameters of a Low noise device, the matching 

networks and terminations all are used to determine whether 

the device will operate in stable mode or not.Two types of 

stabilities are usually encountered: 

 Unconditional Stability: 

The network is said to be unconditionally stable if the |Γin| < 1 

and   |Γout|<1 for all passive source and load impedances. For 

this the magnitude of Γs and ΓL must be less than one [13]. 

Unconditional stability of the circuit is the goal of LNA 

designer. In simple words unconditional stability means that 

with any load applied to the input or output of the device, the 

circuit will not oscillate and become unstable [14]. 

 Conditional stability  

The device and network will be conditionally stable if the 

|Γin|<1 and |Γout|<1 only for a certain range of passive source 

and load impedances [4][12][15].Instabilities are primarily 

caused by three major factors: 

 Internal feedback of the amplifying device 

 External feedback around the transistor caused by 

external circuit 
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 Excess of gain at frequencies  that are outside of the 

band of the operation of the device 

S parameters that are usually provided by the manufacturer 

are being used in the stability analysis of the Low noise 

amplifier circuit. Two major methodologies are employed in 

testing the stability. One is Rollet stability factor K that 

estimates the stability numerically while other is by plotting 

stability circles. Both will be discussed in detail. 

Rollet Stability Test:It is also called K-∆ stability test. An 

intermitted quantity called ∆ should be calculated first in 

order to determine the final value of K. Both K and ∆ are 

given in the next couple of equations [16]. 

𝐾 = (1 − │S11│
2

− │S22│
2

+ │∆│
2

)/2│S12. S21│ 

│∆│ = │S11. S22 − S12. S21│
2
 (3) 

For unconditional stability of the amplifier |K|> 1 and | ∆|< 1. 

These two simultaneous conditions are necessary and 

sufficient for the unconditional stability of the device [17]. If 

the device‟s s-parameters do not meet the above mentioned 

two conditions then conditional stability of the device is 

estimated by plotting the stability circles. With the help of 

these circles the designer estimates those values of Γs and ΓL 

that occurs in the stable region. For the device to be 

unconditionally stable, the values of |S11| and | S22| must have 

values less than unity. 

2.4 Stability Circles 
As discussed earlier these circles are used to estimate the 

stable regions for Γs and ΓL, when the device is conditionally 

stable. For a two port passive network, two types of stability 

circles are usually defined to locate the stable regions for both 

input and output matching networks. 

 Input stability circle 

 Output stability circle 

Figure 3: Stability of Two port network [4] 

These two stability circles define the boundaries between the 

stable and unstable regions for different values of Γs and ΓL. 

The centre and radius of input stability circle is demonstrated 

in the below equations. 

Cin= (S11-S22
*
∆)

*
 /│S11│

2
-│∆│

2 
 

rin =│S12S21│ /│ιS11ι
2
-ι∆ι

2
│                         (4) 

Where Cin is center and rin is the radius of the input stability 

circle. Interchanging the values of s11 and s22 in the above 

equations will result in the output stability circle, center and 

radius expressions. 

Consider the input stability circle drawn in Γs plane for 

|S22|<1 on left and |S22|>1 on right in the figure. If Zs =Z0, then 

ΓS will become zero and this will result in |Γout|= | S22|. If| 

S22|<1 then definitely in |Γout| would be less than unity and ΓS 

= 0 must occur in the stable region [18]. Since ΓS=0 in the 

centre of the smith chart hence the stable region must be 

inside the smith chart. Similarly if | S22|> 1, then |Γout|>1 and 

for ΓS =0, the centre of the smith chart should represent the 

unstable region. In this case the stable region will be the 

common region between the smith chart and the stability 

circle [4]. In a similar fashion this procedure can be applied to 

the output stability for locating stable circle regions. 

 

Figure 4: input stability circles in Γsplane for a 

conditionally stable device. Left |S22 |<1 and right 

|S22|>1 [11] 

For unconditional case when both | S11|<1 and | S22|<1, both 

stability circles will occur either completely outside the smith 

chart or completely enclose the smith chart. Usually designers 

don‟t draw stability circles for unconditionally stable device. 

[4] 

2.6 Noise Figure analysis 
In active RF networks noise figure is the quantity used to 

measure and compare the noise contents in ideal and non-

ideal networks. Noise Figure is basically degradation in the 

signal to noise figure while the signal travels from the input 

port to the output port of the active network. Its numerical 

value is represented by the noise factor F which is the ratio of 

input put port signal to noise ratio to the output port signal to 

noise ratio. While F is expressed in dB is called Noise figure. 

Thus the Noise figure is [19] 

NF=10LogF                                                                                                       

While F = input SNR / output SNR                                                              

When considering several amplifiers in cascade, the overall 

noise figure FT of cascaded system can be determined by the 

expression given in the equation [19][20] 

Ftotal = F1+ (F2-1) /G1+ (F3 – 1) /G1G2…(5)   Where NF is the 

Noise Figure of individual entity and Gn is the gain of each 

constituent amplifier of the Cascaded system. 

The expression shows that noise figure of the first stage F1 

dominates the overall Noise performance in a typical receiver 

system that is why a pre amplifier of lowest possible Noise 

figure is introduced after antenna for better noise performance 

in most of the modern age receivers. Generally it is not 

possible to get both minimum noise figure and maximum gain 

for a Low noise amplifier, so a tradeoff is made between these 

parameters according to the requirement of the design. This 

tradeoff is made possible by creating different constant gain 

circles and Noise figure circles to select a usable tradeoff 

between between gain and noise figure. 

2.7 Noise Figure Circles: 

Consider the noise equation  
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│𝛤𝑠 − 𝛤𝑜𝑝𝑡│
2

1 − │𝛤𝑠│
2 =

𝐹 − 𝐹𝑚𝑖𝑛

4𝑟𝑛
│1 + 𝛤𝑜𝑝𝑡│

2
 

the equation relates noise figure to the source reflection 

coefficient Γs.the noise figure circles representing a specific 

noise figure value can be drawn on the source side of the 

smith chart at specific value of Γs. When these circles are 

plotted with available gain circles, it makes us capable to 

estimate the required tradeoff between gain and noise figure 

[21][22].To calculate the Noise figure circle, define 

𝑁𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒𝐹𝑖𝑔𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 =
𝐹−𝐹𝑚𝑖𝑛

4𝑟𝑛
│1 +

𝛤𝑜𝑝𝑡│
2
   

Re arrange the equation to get 

│Γs-CFi│ =rFI  

Where  

𝑟𝐹𝑖 =
1

𝑁𝑖+1
 𝑁2(1 − │𝛤𝑜𝑝𝑡│

2
) (Radius)                                                   

And  

𝐶𝐹𝑖 =
𝛤𝑜𝑝𝑡

1+𝑁𝑖
      (Center)                                                                             

Radius is a scalar while centre CFi is a complex quantity.while 

rFI  is zero at Γs  =Γopt . Γopt is usually provided in the data 

sheet at specific frequency.the noise figure circle is shown in 

the following figures. 

 

Figure 5:  Noise Circles illustration  

 

Figure 6: Stability Circles and Noise Figure Circles at 1 

GHz and 6GHz with source stability circle. 

 

Figure 7: Estimation of noise figure by inserting different 

noise figure circles 

The following table shows the noise parameters of ATF58143 

PHEMT transistor IC at VDS =3Volts and IDS =10mA bias 

point. This table reveals that as the operation of amplifier 

shoots to higher minimum noise figures F min, while dealing 

with higher frequencies. 

Table 1: Typical noise Parameters 

 

2.8 Gain Considerations in Low Noise 

Amplifier Design and Gain Circles: 
A gain consideration in the design of a low noise amplifier 

plays an important role in the design process [23]. Thegain of 

a device is basically its ability to amplify the amplitude or 

power of the input signal [23]. It is the ratio of output to the 

input signal of the amplifying device,usually expressed in dBs 

𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛 = 20 log(
𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑉𝑖𝑛
)   
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While power gain is generally defined as the ratio of  the 

power actually delivered to the load to the power actually 

delivered by the source.[12][24]. A single stage microwave 

transistor  low noise amplifier circuit consists of amplifying 

device like transistor and matching networks at both input and 

out put  side of the transistor .thepurpose of matching 

networks at input and output sides of the transistor is to 

transform the input and output impedence Z0  to the source 

and load impedances Zs and ZL [25]. 

Figure7 shows a two port network connected to the source  Zs 

and load  ZL  impedance respectively.the derivation of 

expressions for three type of gain are discussed in the next 

lines. Here, mainly will be focused on three basic gain 

definitions while dealing with the low noise amplifier design. 

The most prominent is  

 Transducer gain which is the average power delivered to 

the load to the maximum available average power from 

the source. 

                GT = PL / PAVS                                                                                            

It is dependent upon both Zsand ZL   . 

 Whileavailable power gain is defined as the ratio of 

maximum available average power at the load side to the 

maximum available average power from the source. 

                GA = PAVN / PAVS                                                                                      

The maximum power gain can only be attained; if both input 

and output matching networks of the device are conjugate to 

each other. It depends upon Zsof the two port network. It is 

obvious that load and source reflection coefficients are given 

by  

Γs  = ZS- ZO / ZS+ ZO           and   ΓL   =  ZL- ZO  

/ ZL+ ZO  

Where Z0 is the characteristic impedance reference for s -

parameters of the two port network.The expression for 

transducer gain is given by the below well-known equation. 

𝐺𝑇 =
𝑃𝑙

𝑃𝑎𝑣𝑠
=  │𝑆21│

2
 1 − │𝛤𝑠│

2
  1 −

│𝛤𝐿│
2
 /││1 − 𝛤𝑠𝛤𝑖𝑛│

2
│1 − 𝑆22𝛤𝐿│

2
 

GT in terms multiplication of different gains is 

𝐺𝑇 =
1−│𝛤𝑠│

2

│1−𝛤𝑖𝑛𝛤𝑠│
2 │𝑆21│

2 1−│𝛤𝐿│
2

│1−𝑆22𝛤𝐿│
2 =

𝐺𝑠. 𝐺𝑜. 𝐺𝐿     

Where 

𝐺𝑠 =
1−│𝛤𝑠│

2

│1−𝛤𝑖𝑛𝛤𝑠│
2  

 𝐺𝑜 = │𝑆21│
2 

   

  

𝐺𝐿 =
1−│𝛤𝐿│

2

│1−𝑆22𝛤𝐿│
2   

Where GSis the gain of input network,GOis the gain of 

transistor and GLis gain associated with the output matching 

network. 

If Γs =ΓL= 0, 

Then transducer gain FOR bilateral device becomes 

GT=│S21│
2
 

For unilateral case when S12=0, the transducer gain will be 

𝐺𝑇𝑈

=
1 − │𝛤𝑠│

2

│1 − 𝑆11𝛤𝑠│
2 │𝑆21│

2 1 − │𝛤𝐿│
2

│1 − 𝑆22𝛤𝐿│
2 

The maximum unilateral transducer gain GTUmaxwill be 

obtained, when both source and loads are conjugate of each 

other. 

i.e.  Γs= S
*
11 , TL= S

*
22 , 

Then 

𝐺𝑇𝑈𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
1

│1−𝑆11│
2 │𝑆21│

2 1

│1−𝑆22│
2  

And GL ,GS and Go for maximum unilateral case  becomes, 

𝐺𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
1

│1−𝑆11│
2     

𝐺𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑥 = │𝑆21│
2 

     

𝐺𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
1

│1−𝑆22│
2   

 (6) 

These unilateral calculations are easy to solve if LNA 

designer solves the bilateral device with these easy unilateral 

expressions. First of all this will have to calculate the 

unilateral figure of merit in dBs first, which gives the 

estimation of the error caused due to application of unilateral 

expressions on a bilateral design given by the expression. 

1

 1 + 𝑈 2
<

𝐺𝑇

𝐺𝑇𝑈
<

1

 1 − 𝑈 2
 

Where „U‟ is called unilateral figure of merits 

calculated from s-parameters. 

𝑈 =
│𝑆11││𝑆21││𝑆12││𝑆22│

(1 − │𝑆11│)2(1 − │𝑆11│)2
 

In order to draw constant gain circles, the radius and center of 

the circle for input matched network are given in the below 

couple of equations. 

Cs = gs.S
*
11/[1-(1-gs)│S11│

2
)]                          

   

𝑅𝑠 =
  1 − 𝑔𝑠.  1 −  𝑆11│

2
  

1 − (1 − 𝑔𝑠)│𝑆11│
2  
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Where gsis normalized gain factor for input matching network 

given bygs=Gs /Gs,max. Similarly for output network constant 

gain circles just replace s11 with s22 for radius and 

centreexpressions. Thecenters of these constant gain circles 

are distributed along the lines from S*
11 and S*

22from the 

center of smith chart. As shown in the figure 

 

Figure 8: maximum gain occurs when point located at s11* 

and s22*   in the ΓsΓL plane 
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